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Your Reference:- ROW/3273510 

 

Highways Act 1980 – Section 119 

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 – Section 53 

The Wiltshire Council Parish of Calne Without Bridleway 89(part), 89A and 

89B Diversion Order and Definitive Map And Statement Modification Order 

2019. 

 

Dear Sir/Madam. 

Thank you for allowing Wiltshire Bridleways Association to comment on the 

information contained in the Statements of Case submitted. 

 

1. We note that in paragraph 48 and 49 of Mr Bennett’s submission, he comments 

on the muddy surface on the south side of bridge ‘Y’, yet he makes no observation 

relative to the wet muddy section on the sloping path immediately north of bridge 

‘X’. A deliberate omission perhaps? (photograph 5984). 

 

 

 



2. The Appendix photographs produced by Mr Bennett give the appearance of being 

‘stage managed’ and in the case of Appendix 1, mis-leading. Appendix 1 is 

described as ‘Ted, facing north, refusing to go down to the Bridge at Point Y from 

Point C.’ The Definitive Route at this point is aligned north – south. The 

photograph indicates the ‘Ted’ and rider are standing in the grassed area on the east 

side of the Definitive line, prior to reaching or passing through the gate which 

affords access to bridge Y. The stance of ‘Ted’, splayed hind legs and raised tail, 

(not swishing as described in the narrative by Mr Bennett), suggest he is merely 

standing to relieve himself. 

In the case of Appendix 6, described as ‘both my Wife and I on the Mill House side 

of the Bridge at Point Y and stuck there, completely unable to cross – neither horse 

wants to know’. The horses have obviously been taken from a light, bright open 

area, immediately into a dark well shaded location confined under trees and onto a 

different surface where they are confronted by a bridge and running water. 

Question:- were the animals given the chance to settle and acclimatise themselves 

to this sudden environmental chance or, being sensitive as they are, did they pick-up 

on the riders reluctance to continue? Had the rider wished to continue, he would 

certainly have forced the issue. 

 

3. To comment further on other issues would have the effect of transforming this 

communication into a lengthy episode. In short it is concluded that descriptions of 

the situation by the author have been somewhat exaggerated.    

 

4. In the Statement of Case submitted by/on behalf of Mr John and Mrs Lucy 

Moore, we note that comments are included on the number of users of the two 

routes, walkers, cyclists, runners, riders, as recorded on the Moore’s CCTV system. 

A simple explanation for this is that the Definitive route was simply not available 

and as demonstrated by Mrs Haley with her photographs MEH/1 and MEH/2, the 

original way markers for the definitive line have been covered by Permissive 

Bridleway signage. (Photograph 5983 also demonstrates the bridleway blocked just 

north of Bridge Y by parked cars). 

 

5. It is also a matter of record that a Definitive Map Modification Order (DMMO) 

in relation to the bridleways CALW89 and CALW89A was submitted to Wiltshire 



Council under reference D2022/020 dated 28 January 2022 by The British Horse 

Society.  

 

 

Yours sincerely 

Norman Beardsley 

 

 

 

Norman Beardsley 

Chairman 

Wiltshire Bridleways Association 
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